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What’s New in iTest 6.1?  

Release Themes  

Each major release of iTest has one or more themes that drive feature selection. The primary focuses 
of iTest 6.1 are listed in the table below.   

Theme  Major New Capabilities  

Seamless Portfolio  • Driver and test case development/debugging by 
running iTest as a Velocity agent  

• Searching capability within the Velocity import dialog  

• Improved results analysis by displaying topology 
information in the test reports view  

• Quickly build topology commands in the test case editor 
using the TBML command wizard 

 

Usability  • Enhanced reporting capabilities (e.g., customer supplied 
logo, custom headers, layout) with customized HTML 
reports   

• Manage agent requirements for individual test cases or in 
bulk by assigning test case requirements from iTest  

• Customized warning and error reporting for test case 
argument usage  

• Improved test report readability for test cases that 
send multi-line commands  

• Test case authoring enhancements from copying values 
from the structure view 

 

Core Session Enhancements   • Graphical capture/replay Landslide workflow 
through NEW Landslide REST Session  

• Integration with existing script content/libraries 
through NEW Python session  

• Integration with workflow management systems 
through NEW POP3 session  

• Include HTML and embedded images in email through 
SMTP using media-rich email  

• Enhanced traffic generation capabilities through VLAN 
encapsulation with TestCenter traffic  

• Decoding improvements through Wireshark summary 
information and handling large PCAPs   

• Enhanced functionality in the REST session with the 
addition of the PATCH method  
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Known issues 
JIRA Task Description 

 
ITEST-8878 On rare occasions, you may encounter the following error dialog indicating an 

issue with Java heap space. 

 
By default, the heap space size is set to 512 MB. To reduce the likelihood of 
further issues with the heap, we suggest that you increase the heap space size. As 
a start, you could double the value shown in the -Xmx argument.  

To do so follow these steps. 

1. For iTest open the iTest.ini file that is within the root directory where your 
iTest instance is installed. Then change -Xmx option value in iTest.ini file 
located in the iTest installation directory. For example, if it is currently -
Xmx512M increase it to 1024 MB by setting it as “-Xmx1024M”. 

2. For iTestRT change -Xmx argument value in the command line for java in 
itestrt.bat file (iTestRT on Linux).  

Note: 
Be aware there are limits. You will find more information about this argument here: 
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/technotes/tools/windows/java.html 

ITEST-12889 When using the Selenium runScript action command to execute the specified 
JavaScript in the context of the selected window, ensure that you specify the 
JavaScript code to evaluate in the Target field and not the Command field of the 
Step properties. 
Note: The “runScript” action ignores the script entered in the Command field of 
the Step properties. 

 
The runScript action command is an alias for the eval command in iTest Web 
sessions 

 

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/technotes/tools/windows/java.html
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JIRA Task Description 
 

ITEST-12869 iTest 6.1 supports multiple line command response and wraps the step response 
to fit the PDF page size. 

For the new format to take effect in the existing workspace, ensure that you 
remove the resource folder along with its contents in the old/existing workspace 
and restart iTest. 

ITEST-12795 

ITEST-12562 

When running iTest as a test case agent and the “prompt to connect” option is 
enabled, occasionaly the error: “Problems occurred when invoking code from plug-
in: "org.eclipse.ui.workbench” is displayed in the error log 

ITEST-12768 When running a test case on iTestRT, if a value of an HPQC customized field 
contain a special character, the message Invalid JSON format displays. 

When the windows shell is running in Enable Delayed Expansion mode, for 
example, the special character, exclamation (!) is used to denote a variable. That 
is, in 'TEST’: [{'USER-01':'123APC!!'}] the exclamation (!) character denotes a 
variable. 

If you wish to use, the exclamation (!) character as a regular character, use an 
escape character (^) with the ! character. For example, 'USER-01’: '123^!^!APC' 

ITEST-12652 If iTest terminates unexpectedly during execution and is then restarted, it (iTest) 
attempts to re-open the same execution window and is unable to display the 
contents displaying the error: “No editor descriptor for id 
org.eclipse.ui.internal.emptyEditorTab”.  

This is due to a limitation in the Eclipse platform: 
https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=386648  

ITEST-12600 If you wish to use configuration scripts to execute Ixia Traffic session, ensure that 
the ports do not automatically take ownership when generating configuration script 
using ScriptGen. That is, do not select Automatically take ownership of 
specified ports in iTest GUI.  

If you select Automatically take ownership of specified ports in iTest GUI and 
use ScriptGen to generate the configuration script, the Tcl configuration script file 
cannot not configure the port, which is specified to take ownership. 

iTEST-12561 The following error may display when you create a new project 
Could not autoshare project' SVN error 

The error indicates that the Subclipse plugin bundled with iTest did not recognize 
the new project as an SVN repository. This error does not affect functionality of 
iTest and can be safely ignored. 

https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=386648
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JIRA Task Description 
 

ITEST-12541 
and  
ITEST-12534 

When embedding an image in a Mail (SMTP) session, it is recommended using 
these methods: 

• The Insert Image menu to include an image in the message content 

OR  

• The InsertImage command in the Testcase step. 

Notes: 

• iTest converts the inline/embedded images to base64 code before sending 
a mail: <img id=iTest_insert src='file:/image_file_location' alt="name"> 

• In capture mode, the message content will be split into multiple commands 
when sending a mail (type= text/html) if it contains img tag as follows: 
 <img id=iTest_insert src='file:/image_file_location' alt="name"> 

• iTest does not support auto generation of base64 code for original HTML 
image tag: <img src="data:image/png;base64,image_file">. 

ITEST-12502 Landslide API allows you manage assignments for non-existing users and non-
existing TS, i.e. pre-provision a non-existent user to non-existent test servers and 
vice versa. Once you add the TS and/or USER, if you delete a user or TS, any 
associated Assignments will also be deleted. 

ITEST-12326 

ITEST-12694 

Large images sent attached in iTest Mail (SMTP) session, is not displayed by some 
mail clients (e.g., Outlook, Gmail, etc). 

Workaround: 
Reduce image size before inserting. If you need to attach large images, follow these 
steps: 

• Attach your image (Ex: file name: example.PNG)  

Add HTML image tag in your message body, e.g.: <img src="cid:example.PNG" 
alt="cid:example.PNG" width="104" height="142">. 

ITEST-12323 The cross-calling procedure (Inner QuickCall) executed from a Custom Session 
type (Session Builder) runs based on the QuickCall’s execution steps. Make sure 
that you double-check and modify the cross-calling procedure as required. If not, 
cross-calling may result in an inconsistent behavior with conflicted validation rule 
with the calling QuickCall procedure. 

 

ITEST-12296 In Session Builder, the property "allowedLength" does not support data type "URI". 
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JIRA Task Description 
 

ITEST-12277 In Session Builder, ensure to set the syntax for the property allowedRange 
correctly, that is {min; max} or {mix;} or {; max}. 

When using {mix;} or {; max}, ensure that the omitted value is blank, and not space 
or character. 

INT-4933 In Mail (POP3) session profile, the console command Help will not be captured 
(not a session command list) when used in the console. 

INT-4913 To ensure that the sequencer parameter within your iTest STC session is 
evaluated, that is, to ensure that iTest evaluates the "Command" field as a field 
replacement text, check the parameter “For the Command field, perform 
command, variable, and backslash substitutions" in the "General" section of 
the test case.  

iTest does not evaluate the "Command" field as a field replacement text if the 
parameter "For the Command field, perform command, variable, and 
backslash substitutions" is unchecked in the "General" section of the test case. 

 

INT-4899 iTest Spirent Landslide REST session does not load SUTs list in the GUI after 
adding a new SUT name with special character. 

This is a known issue in Landslide 15.6, which is currently supported by iTest 6.1. 

Fix: Future release of iTest will support Landslide15.7, which fixes this issue. 

INT-4875 In iTest Spirent Landslide REST session, when using the Show Content 
command with a wildcard search (e.g., *), the result will display only the content of 
the first file matched with the pattern. Use the exact file name to filter for a better 
result. 

INT-4778 The Spirent TestCenter REST test case does not validate "Stp Port List" field of 
"ChangeStpType" command. This is because the type of "Stp Port List" field is a 
"handle" and not the protocol field for "ChangeStpType" command. 

INT-4657 STC REST command saves the pcap file in the provided path on the labserver and 
not in the destination directory after executing "CaptureSaveData" command. 
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JIRA Task Description 
 

INT-4041 After completing execution of a Ranorex Web test, the browser remains open  

Workaround: Add steps as shown below to close the browser after the test 
completes execution. 

 

INT-5006 iTEST Spirent TestCenter session does not support configuration of port settings 
for 10 Gb/s interfaces and higher. 

Port configurations can be set with the STC GUI and imported into iTest using a 
saved configuration file. 

 

NOTE: The following commands are not supported in capture mode from the console of the Spirent 
TestCenter and Spirent TestCenter REST sessions: 

• configureLacpPortConfig  
• configurePortGroupLag 
• lacpResumePdusCommand 
• lacpStopPdusCommand 
• startLACP 
• stopLACP 

However, these commands are captured by clicking the corresponding buttons in both sessions. 
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Resolved/Fixed Customer Issues 
 

JIRA Task Description 
 

ITEST-12938 A typo in the OnToolNotFoundInRegistryError event name causing iTest not to 
react to the event properly  

ITEST-12844 ALM Upgrade issue - Incorrect version of the document was being referred.  

ITEST-12809 Argument values are not transferred correctly to QuickCall 

ITEST-12647 Spirent TestCenter TCL Failure. Issues with the Tcl environment path set up.  

ITEST-12591 Issues with using conditional Syntax "ports". Updated Velocity libraries in iTest. 

ITEST-12590 The entire response displays on a single line on the PDF report format. Fixed to 
display response (correctly) on multiple lines. 

ITEST-12409 Velocity 6.0 cannot upload WSDL file included in the iTAR. Velocity 6.0 Agent is 
unable to find the absolute path referenced in session profile.  

ITEST-12379 The Spirent iTest plugin link to test results is invalid, after the tests are executed 
successfully in Jenkins. 

Issue related to the Jenkins content security policy. Reduce the security restriction 
by adding a JAVA argument in /etc/default/jenkins: 
JAVA_ARGS="$JAVA_ARGS -Dhudson.model.DirectoryBrowserSupport.CSP=" 

ITEST-12377 Issues with Landslide NTAF parallel sessions. 

ITEST-12363 A note added to a Topology in Velocity does not open in iTest. 

ITEST-12348 Issues replaying iTest Landslide NTAF session. 

(Document the work around as a solutions article on KB?) 

ITEST-12343 MySQL text encoding recommendation from documentation is wrong. 

ITEST-12329 Naming a child parameter with the name of an existing global parameter generates 
an error "Parameter name is not unique". 

ITEST-12286 Tests fail due to the RepeatStep command not being executed correctly.  

ITEST-12222 When using complex math functions, iTest does not evaluate the whole 
expression. 

ITEST-12184 iTest agescript.sh for the Ubuntu Database no longer works. 
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JIRA Task Description 
 

ITEST-12183 Frequent Java/Eclipse internal error seen in the error log, when unsupported 
browser version is used. 

ITEST-12145 Spirent iTest Selenium Errors display when the proxy system settings are turned 
on. (A proxy server was used). 

ITEST-12115 TL1 command blocked in iTest (problems with a rtrv command when using TL1 
devices). 

ITEST-12105 Queries/statements to DB are not executed from iTest. 

ITEST-12100 Ranorex: Run Application method in a test case does not provide a field to enter 
the File Name. 

ITEST-11962 Response mapping failures on Database and IxNetwork sessions 

ITEST-11908 Issues with running automation "Errors: Invalid ReservationVelocityUrl host"  

ITEST-11882 iTest 6.0 displays iTEST 5.4.1 as an update option 

ITEST-11881 When developing test cases using topologies managed by Velocity, a popup 
displays saying the topology has been updated, even when no changes have been 
made. 

ITEST-11840 Issues with resolving dynamic parameters in Velocity 6.0 

ITEST-11839 Wireshark filters not applied as expected (are inconsistent between iTest5.4 and 
iTest6.0)  

ITEST-11641 iTestRT command is not able to initiate a test. 

ITEST-11473 ITEST: Most recent steps are not included in the iTest test report  

ITEST-11408 Message "TShark has stopped working" displays when loading a query from 
Wireshark session profile in iTest 5.4. 

ITEST-11320 "Capture run and capture status" commands do not work as expected in Wireshark 
2.2.0 

ITEST-11279 iTestRT cleaner.sh deleting data of a running testcases in /tmp Folder 

ITEST-11195 ITEST: Unable to open PowerShell in iTest. 

ITEST-11088 Errors that appear on the folders in the iTest explorer are not displayed in the iTest 
problem view 
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JIRA Task Description 
 

ITEST-10344 Velocity 5.2 agent on Ubuntu 14.04LTS x64 getting JAVA Exceptions. 

ITEST-10324 iTest cannot capture commands from some devices. 

INT-5008 STC append location to name breaks functionality 

INT-4787 configurePort failing for Copper media 

INT-4779 Need Landslide Tcl API to specify TDF file to be used. 

INT-4772 Invalid (Red X) error in STC command 

INT-4755 iTestRT generates excessive output when running tests with STC sessions 

INT-4714 Ranorex GetAttribute returns no response in iTest. 

INT-4712 LoadConfiguration does not work in iTestRT 5.4.1. 

INT-4699 Spirent TestCenter session - 'exit' command in 'cliCommand' action unsupported 

INT-4693 Selenium: the "click" action does not work  

INT-4646 STC session takes too long to open and load the configuration file in iTest. 

INT-4546 Interop Testing Between TAS 15.0 (GA) and iTest 5.4. 

INT-4205 Spirent iTest Avalanche Session on the iTest titles did not match the counter 
values and the modified file (to match counters) cannot be opened on the 
Avalanche Analyzer. 

INT-3065 Issues with inconsistency between STC API and STC harness. STC API is using 
"PingAddress" while the harness is using "PingAddressList". 
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Planning for upcoming Operating Systems and Library 
Certifications 
iTest 6.1 release has been certified to work with Microsoft Windows 7 (32 bit / 64 bit). However, the 
next release of iTest (expected to release in December 2017) will be the last one certified to work with 
Windows 7 32/64 bit. Please start making appropriate Windows upgrade plans for iTest releases 
beyond that upcoming December 2017 iTest release. 

This release has also been certified to work with Ubuntu 12.04 LTS, but this will be the last one certified 
to work with Ubuntu 12.04 LTS.  Please also making appropriate Ubuntu upgrade plans for iTest 
releases beyond this one. 

Spirent TestCenter libraries for Linux are currently delivered in both 32-bit and 64-bit 
flavors.  Gradually, the 32-bit versions of STC libraries will be phased out on the following schedule: 

1. EOL support for pure 32-bit Linux OSs by the end of 2017.  This should not be problematic 
since the OSs themselves are basically out of support from their original 
organizations.  Please note that after the end of 2017 we will still support using STC for 
Linux running as a 32-bit application on a 64-bit OS.  Those OSs are: 

• RHEL3 
• RHEL5 
• CentOS 5.0 
• CentOS 5.2 
• Ubuntu 10.04 32-bit 
• Ubuntu 12.04 32-bit 

2. Stop support for 32-bit Linux altogether by the end of H2 2018.  
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Installation instructions 
Spirent iTest Installation Guide provides software installation and licensing. The document is available on 
the Spirent Knowledge Base (https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/). 

The application release date for this release is August 2017 

Documentation 
User documentation is available in PDF and Online Help formats. 

The Online Help files included in the applications; provide reference information and context-sensitive user 
support. Launch a Help file by pressing F1 or by clicking the Help button in the menu bar or on a dialog box. 

Documents are delivered in PDF format to support product installation and use. The documents are 
available in the iTest group on the Spirent Knowledge Base (https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/).  

Spirent iTest 6.1 User Guide  

https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/SC_KnowledgeView?id=DOC10692  

iTest Installation Guides  

Spirent iTest Release Notes  

Spirent iTest/HP ALM Client 
and Server Guides 

Additional iTest documentation 

https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/
https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/
https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/SC_KnowledgeView?id=DOC10692
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Contacting Spirent 
Spirent products and services 

Information about Spirent Communications and its products and services appears on the company website at 
http://www.spirent.com 

Obtaining technical support 

To obtain technical support for any Spirent Communications product, please contact our Support Services 
department using any of the following methods: 

Americas 

E-mail: support@spirent.com 
Web:  http://support.spirent.com 
Toll Free:  +1 800-SPIRENT (+1 800-774-7368) (North America)  
Phone:  +1 818-676-2616 
Hours:  Monday through Friday, 05:30 to 18:00, Pacific Time 

Europe, Middle East, Africa 

E-mail: support@spirent.com 
Web:  http://support.spirent.com 
Phone: +33 (1) 6137 2270 (France)  
Phone: +44 1803 546333 (UK)  
Hours:  Monday through Thursday, 09:00 to 18:00, Friday, 09:00 to 17:00, Paris Time 

Asia Pacific 

E-mail: support@spirent.com 
Web:  http://support.spirent.com 
Phone: +86 (400) 810-9529 (toll-free mainland China only)  
Phone: +86 (10) 8233 0033 (China)  
Hours:  Monday through Friday, 09:00 to 18:00, Beijing Time 

The Spirent Customer Service Center (https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/) includes useful tools such as a 
powerful Knowledge Base with many Spirent iTest articles to serve your technical information needs. The 
Knowledge Base offers an easy-to-use browse mode along with an intelligent search that offers quick answers to 
your network analysis and measurement questions. New content is added daily by Spirent’s communications and 
networking experts. Log in with your user ID and password to gain access to additional content available only to 
customers—user manuals, Help files, release notes, Tech Bulletins, and more. When you log in, you also gain 
access to download software and firmware, and to manage your SRs. 

Company Address 

Spirent Communications, Inc.  
27439 Agoura Road 
Calabasas, CA 91301 USA 

http://www.spirent.com/
mailto:support@spirent.com
mailto:support@spirent.com
http://support.spirent.com/
http://support.spirent.com/
http://support.spirent.com/
http://support.spirent.com/
mailto:support@spirent.com
mailto:support@spirent.com
http://support.spirent.com/
http://support.spirent.com/
https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/
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